
 
 

2ND FRIDAY ART STROLL- JANUARY 8TH  
 
BOTTLE ROCKET (4 ON MAP)- KARAOKE AFTER PARTY STARTING AT 10:30!!  
 
ELLIOT STREET DELI AND PUB- THE HOME FOR LIVE ENTERTAINMENT IN CASTLEBERRY HILL!! 
 
No Mas! Hacienda features the work of over 300 artists and artisans from Mexico. Sculptures, paintings, 2D & 
3D wall art – artist include Cesar Plascencia, David Villaseñor, Carlos Robles, Salvador Robalero, Bulmaro Alejos, 
Erik Fuentes and many more. ESCAPE Gallery now accepting submissions from local artists for upcoming Art 
Strolls. 
 
Shop + Dine @ The Best of Mexico 
More info here: http://www.NoMasAtlanta.com 
 
Irridium 77 Clothing Company- Irridium 77 Clothing Boutique, 329 Nelson St, 
Atlanta, Ga 30313 
http://iridiumclothingco.com/ 
Guests will get the chance to experience Local Atlanta Artists create unique works of art Iridium 77 is a lifestyle brand 
based out of Chicago, IL, devoted to expanding the world’s fashion and ensuring the freedom of expression with positivity 
and creativity. Iridium 77 is a multi-national brand currently retailing in Chicago, New Orleans, California, Canada and 
Asia, and online at IridiumClothingco.com.  Iridium ATL is the newest flagship store for Iridium Inc. and opened in Sept 
2015. Iridium ATL caters to industry personalities and stylists of interest.  Iridium ATL will have a personal shopper option 
for individuals and stylists, offering special concessions to stylists and their clients. Iridium ATL’s service model will be 
the cornerstone of the store, providing an inviting environment and comfortable shopping experience where shoppers can 
come in & have a refreshing bottle water,  a glass of champagne or a cup of Tea or Coffee, online shopping with in store 
pickup at no charge. 
 
BESHARAT GALLERIES (1,2 ON MAP)-  The Besharat Gallery Lane will introduce you to different face of abstractionism: 
Futuristic dynamics by Martin Carral and poetic colorful abstraction by Donnatela Viola. The two-floor Besharat Abstract 
next door features and exhibition of persian rugs from Massoud Besharat’s personal collection along with pieces from Neil 
Marshall and Mustafa Darehbaghi. 
 
NADIA’S STUDIO- (13 ON MAP)- stop in for a massage during the stroll and check out the gallery in the studio! 
 
WINE SHOE ( 20 ON MAP)- $10 WINE TASTING 
 
ATLANTA MOVIE TOURS (4 ON MAP)- Awesome movie gifts! 
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